Spawning location and timing are critical for understanding fish larval survival. The impact of a changing environment on spawning patterns is, however, poorly understood. A novel approach is to consider the impact of the environment on individual life histories and subsequent spawnings. In the present work, we extend the Dynamic Energy Budget (DEB) theory to investigate how environment variability impacts the spawning timing and duration of a multiple-batch spawning species. The model is successfully applied to reproduce the growth and reproduction of anchovy (Engraulis encrasicolus) in the Bay of Biscay. The model captures realistically the start and ending of the spawning season, including the timing of the spawning events, and the change in egg number per batch. Using a realistic seasonal forcing of temperature and food availability derived from a bio-physical model, our simulation results show that two thirds of the total spawned mass already accumulates before the start of the spawning season and that the condition factor increases with body length. These simulation results are in accordance with previous estimations and observations on growth and reproduction of anchovy. Furthermore, we show how individuals of equal length can differ in reproductive performance according to the environmental conditions they encounter prior to the spawning season. Hatch date turns out to be key for fecundity at age-1 as it partly controls the ability to build up reserves allocated to reproduction. We suggest the model can be used to realistically predict spawning in spatially and temporally varying environments and provide initial conditions for bio-physical models used to predict larval survival.
for small pelagic species has however never been developed.
38
In the present work, we aimed to predict the spawning duration and the num- in fish in general and for our case study in a realistic seasonal environment.
66
Then we assessed the ability of the model to reproduce the observed variabil-67 ity of length and condition among individuals to be able to analyze further 68 the factors that generated different spawning patterns in our simulations.
69
The standard DEB model as well as the features of the reproduction mod- 108 The model was original in two ways compared to the standard DEB model 109 (Kooijman, 2000): (1) the reproduction buffer could be used as a source of en-110 ergy during starvation to pay maintenance costs and (2) the handling rules for 111 the reproduction buffer were specified to reproduce a multiple-batch spawning 112 pattern with indeterminate fecundity.
Specific handling rules of the reproduction buffer for multiple-batch spawners

113
The assumptions for the use of the reproduction buffer are detailed in Ta 
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where V (cm
3
) is the structural volume, E (J) the reserve energy, E R (J) the ). In the model, the 180 reserve and the reproduction buffer have the same composition and therefore 181 the same energy content.
182
We also defined the condition factor K as the ratio of the total weight W and 183 the weight of the structure W V :
In the DEB context, the condition factor K indicates the state of the indi- reproduction (E R = 0). We found the shape coefficient equal to 0.172 (n = 148, 221 p < 0.001). The (physical) length at puberty was 9 cm, which corresponded to 222 the smallest fish caught with active gonads during the spring surveys. Hence,
223
L V p the (volumetric) length at puberty was 9 × 0.172 = 1.548 cm.
224
We used the Arrhenius temperature, T A (K), to express the effects of temper-225 ature on biological rates, and we assumed all rates were affected in the same model was however not sensitive to the initial condition for e j (not shown).
262
The reproduction buffer U R (t 0 ) was empty as the individual was a juvenile. 
Simulation design
264
We designed three simulations to study the properties of the model under The average temperatures and food indices we used for this simulation are values were generated, they were set to 0. We then smoothed these functions
332
(temperature and food) with a 5-day moving average to add autocorrelation,
333
assuming the environment of a particular day is correlated to the environment 334 some days before and after this date. We were successful in finding a set of parameters (Table 2) and weight-at-age observed at the same period during surveys (Fig. 3 ). The 364 three spawning seasons we simulated spanned over April-July ( (Fig. 3a) . The larger the individual, the longer the non-growing period. This seasonal with no significant variation in winter (Fig. 3b) . During the spawning 378 season, the individual significantly lost weight at ages 2 and 3 (22% on average) 379 but not at age 1 as the individual was still substantially growing (Fig. 4b ).
380
We found that two third of the energy used for reproduction was stored before 381 the spawning season ( seasons (until the end of July and mid-July respectively) ( We found a significant relationship between the condition factor and the length 397 of the individual in the data, K = 0.03L + 0.82 (n = 847, p < 0.001, Fig. 4a ).
398
Only 20% of the variability of the condition factor was explained by the length 
Effect of hatching dates still visible at age 1 406
In a seasonal environment, an individual hatched late in the season did not 407 compensate its growth delay the following spring (Fig. 3a) . The individuals 17.8 cm in May at age 3 (Fig. 3a) .
413
Hatching dates also generated inter-individual variability in the condition fac-414 tor values (Fig. 4b) to a total average of 610 000 eggs per individual during the season (Fig. 6 ). (Fig. 6) .
468
[ Fig. 8 We obtained a large variability in condition factors at the beginning of the 471 spawning season (Fig. 4c) . The range of the simulated values compared well 472 with the data (Fig. 4a) . Although the average K value was on average higher 473 than the average observed value, we calculated these values just prior the first 474 simulated spawning whereas observations were carried out during the spawn-
475
ing season when the condition factor had already decreased due to previous 476 spawnings.
477
We found particularly interesting that the number of egg batches spawned per 478 individual was highly variable for a given length class both within and among 479 years (Fig. 9) . We focused on the 14 and 18 cm length classes but this pattern In the present study, we aimed at studying in a mechanistic way how the the latter actually provides a mechanism for the former observation.
520
As a matter of fact, we defined a condition factor K (Eq. 3) that is comparable ). Eq. 3 becomes riod, the temperature of the upper layer was on average three degrees higher 591 than the temperature averaged over the first 150m (Fig. 2a) , which greatly 592 enhanced growth assuming food quantity was sufficient. 
Variability in length among individuals
594
We showed that individual length determines the potential for the reserves 
599
By simulating differences in hatching dates in a seasonal environment, we 600 obtained a substantial variability of length the following year (Fig. 3a) . This
601
suggests that the large observed variability in length at age 1 in the data might 602 be explained by the duration of the previous spawning season. However, the 603 variability in length-at-age decreased at age 2 and age 3 in Simulation 1 as 604 the individuals experienced the same seasonal environment.
605
By contrast, we generated significant differences among years in average lengths 606 by assuming an implicit random spatial distribution of the individuals (Simula-607 tion 3; Fig. 7 
Condition factor as a proxy for the number of egg batches per individual
618
In natural conditions, the condition factor in spring is still positively correlated the data (Fig. 4a) . It should also be noted for comparison purposes that our 625 condition factor is almost twice as high as the Fulton's condition factor (K = 626 1.97K F ) using parameter values in Table 2 .
627
Results of the present study showed that even when the environmental con- Table   658 2), we reproduced a large part of the observed variability in the condition factor 659 (Fig. 4) and atresia phenomenon was well reproduced (Simulation 2, Fig. 5 ).
660
If an adult population is mainly composed of Age 1 individuals during the to Simulation 1 (Fig. 3b) , a significant weight loss in winter might then be 
A.2 Temperature
767
All physiological rates depend on body temperature. For a species-specific 768 range of temperatures, the model considers a temperature effect given by We specified the equations with non-scaled state variables for generality pur- was completed if the batch size was equal to E *
rate of batch preparation was given by:
with p B the batch preparation rate (J d 
793
At spawning the reproduction buffer made a step down of E * B if enough was 794 available, else it was fully emptied. With t B denoting the time point at a 795 spawning event, we had:
The fecundity per batch (number of eggs) was given by Table 1 Assumptions on the use of the reproduction buffer for a multiple-batch spawning species
(1) If somatic maintenance costs cannot be paid from reserve, they are paid from the reproduction buffer.
(2) If the reproduction buffer is empty and if the somatic maintenance costs cannot be paid from reserve, the individual dies.
(3) When the surface temperature reaches a certain threshold T R , batch preparation starts (external trigger).
(4) The energy density [E B ] of a spawned batch is constant, except for the last batch which empties the reproduction buffer and ends the spawning season (internal trigger).
(5) Timing of spawning is determined by the time required to fill a batch up to the threshold [E B ]V from the reproduction buffer (6) The rate of energy allocation from the reproduction buffer to a batch equals the maximum rate of energy allocation from reserve to the reproduction buffer of a fish of the current size (to avoid accumulation in the reproduction buffer in ad libitum conditions).
(7) All eggs in a batch have the same energy content, which depends on the reserve density of the female at the timing of spawning. Hence, egg energy content can vary among batches. 
